MATCH REPORT
RG7 Black Vs Business Moves
12/
12/1/2019
POM: Sandra Fulford (Business Moves)
POM: Leanne Hammond (RG7 Black)

RG7 Black got off to a steady start and settled in the first quarter quicker than business moves,
who had borrowed two players for this first match back after the Christmas break. It remained a
closely fought 15 minutes though with RG7 taking the narrow lead of 10-7 at the end of the first
quarter, with some excellent shooting by Hammond (GA) and Wilkinson (GS) and defending at
both ends of the court. This set the tone for what planned out to be a close encounter between
the two sides.
Business Moves upped their tempo in the second quarter and had a steady flow of goals with
both shooters finding the target and some clean interceptions by their GK, Sandra Fulford, who
made it difficult for RG7 to feed the ball in and claiming any rebounds. The half time score stood
at 19-17 to them, taking over the lead.
The third and fourth quarters continued to be just as close and well fought, with Business Moves
stretching their lead to six at one point, but RG7 not giving up and bringing it back to a draw with
some great team spirit and determination. Some lovely netball and continued effort by every
player on both teams until the end meant there was a tense final few minutes, which saw
Business Moves score a final goal to win the match 41-40.

A friendly and close fought match throughout, with Players of the match going to GA Leanne
Hammond for RG7 Black and GK Sandra Fulford for Business Moves.

Final Score: RG7 Black 40 – Business Moves 41

MATCH REPORT
Business Moves Vs Aces
08/
08/12/2018
12/2018
POM: Alex Webb (Aces)
POM: Olivia Goodall (Business Moves)

It was a normal cold Saturday morning up at Theale but the wind was high and very bitter. Both
teams turned up wrapped up for the occasion.

Aces literally commenced with a flying start with 3 goals in a row – strategically from under the
post whilst Business Moves were slow to get started. Aces continued to storm ahead with the
first quarter finishing 17 (Aces) vs 8 (BM).

With a couple of changes to positions within the Business Moves team the gap soon narrowed
and the game was a bit more competitive – the half time score being 26 (Aces) vs 19 (BM)

Sadly Business Moves didn’t capitalise and maintain their second quarter form and soon Aces
were running away with the game with Aces scoring more than twice Business Moves goals in the
third quarter and also winning the final quarter. Some great interceptions by both Aces defenders
stopped a number of potential goals being scored by Business Moves. The weather was
threatening to rain and it became dark and cloudy. Luckily for everyone it didn’t rain properly and
the game carried on.

Aces played well throughout and their shooting was consistent from both shooters and they
deserved the win. The final score was Aces 52 vs BM 34 with players of the match being Alex
Webb (GA) for Aces and Olivia Goodall (GD) for Business Moves

Final Score: Business Moves 34 – Aces 52

MATCH REPORT
Nexus Vs Business Moves
15/09/2018
/09/2018
POM: Mordue (Nexus)
POM: Kiy (Business Moves)

First game of the season saw Nexus take on Business Moves. A high energy and fast paced first
quarter.
Moves shooters Bevan and Hodsworth were put under attack as the Nexus Defence duo Thatcher
and Morris made superb interceptions limiting Moves chances of scoring.

Subs Crowley for Nexus and Smith for Moves provided fresh legs for both teams, players settled
quickly into the game.
Nexus went into the second quarter wanting to build on their momentum from the end of the
first quarter. However Moves came back fighting, with some excellent defensive play from Smith
and Griffiths.
Nexus pressured every ball and were able to force errors, which they quickly transitioned down
the court and converted, ending the quarter 11 – 33 to Nexus.
Moves defence Fulford and Kiy worked tirelessly in the D but just couldn’t stop Nexus’s Mordue
and Eatwell’s strong partnership, Nexus’s Bird and Bryne feeds into the circle were on point.
Nexus extended their lead by 32 goals to end the 3rd quarter.

An attack reshuffle made by Nexus, changed their momentum, Moves Meridith and Moon picked
up on the changes and took advantage of the weakness in their play. After a disruptive 5 minutes
Nexus settled, Nexus Porter supporting Eatwell in the centre court found their rhythm and
continued to feed the Nexus shooters now Byrne and Mordue scoring a further 11 goals.

Final Score: Nexus 63 – Business Moves 28

